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In a nutshell …
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SGG has focused much of 

its work on Absolute 

Return

Chris Cole from Artemis Capital, ,

Inspired by the work of 

SGG is including  

a“long volatility 

trading approach” 

as a core allocation

https://stowgrowglow.com/
https://www.artemiscm.com/


Looking at the 

Anatomy of 

Price Change.

A Tripod !

How does SGG approach works?
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TICKS chart with under OBV (On Balance Volume line)

In a nutshell… PRICE , TICKS and Volume seek synchronicity. Price is linked to  “x” transactions and “y”

contracts (volume). 

Perfect synchronicity is rare. Strong SYNC. = strong market moves. Most of the times, SYNC. is out of balance 

and many observations / divergences appear as potential opportunities.

Multiple observation points and indicators are used in parallel as tools for decision.

Volume chart with under OBV (On Balance Volume line)



Synchronicity with the 

NYSE stock exchange is 
also analyzed in parallel.

Along with sectors.

And individual behavior.



It is an observational
framework

Where Volatility is viewed opportunistically

Volatility (VIX index) can be translated into a travel distance during a period.

Ex: VIX between 25-30 means that during one trading month, you can observe around

300-350 moves of 10 points minimum (S&P index around 4000). This means an average

of sixteen, 10 points minimum, daily moves each trading day.

In other words, the S&P 500 will travel easily 4000 point during a trading month.

Volatility is somehow the guarantee of the abundance of potential opportunities (Long –

Short). It is a comfort, opportunities abound.

SGG mostly focuses on small intraday opportunistic incremental gains.

Positioning (Long –Short) is set in contracts quantity or exposure and targets in points.

Ex: a 10 points move with a 40% exposure (index around 4000) means roughly a 0.1%

impact on the strategy NAV.

Prorealtime (PRT) is the best tool selected by SGG for trade analytical and precision

trading (strict stop loss, OCO, Trailing stops etc.).

There is no obligation to trade, and it is very rare to carry a position overnight. Options

positioning is possible but very seldom.

By analogy, the market behavior is a bit like an old drunk man with a

cane walking on a dirt road at night. The cane and his two legs are

Price, Ticks and Contract volume (Tripod). Any leg can lead the

impulse but are linked (synchronicity).

However, trade types can be identified like, reversal, trend

acceleration, squeeze etc.

https://trading.prorealtime.com/en/


SGG approach is an open book to anyone       (each image is a hyperlink to article -book – document)

Just one thing!
If you want to implement such
approach, the best tool and 
platform is:

https://stowgrowglow.com/2022/03/25/an-approach-to-intraday-trading-hint-it-is-not-a-recipe/
https://stowgrowglow.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/absolute-trading-index-doc.pdf
https://stowgrowglow.com/2022/04/27/portfolio-navigation/
https://stowgrowglow.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/SGG-Volatility-Update-2.pdf
https://stowgrowglow.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/SGG-VOLATILITY-TRADING-INDEX-IN-A-NUTSHELL.pdf
https://www.prorealtime.com/en/

